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SERVICE

Memorial held for former students
Service honors
three students
who were killed
in March accident

By Kate Kelleher
Staff Reporter

Kim Vincent | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Family and Friends pay their respects to the three Eastern Illinois University Students, Anusha Anumolu,
Anita Lakshmi Veerapaneni and Priya Darshini Muppavarpu, who were tragically killed in a car acccident in
March.

the tree.
Even students who never had the
opportunity to meet the three women paid homage and showed support
for their friends.
“I never met any of them, but I
was told about the incident through
a co-worker that had the chance to
work with them in dining services,”
said Alejandra Saldivar, a sophomore
foreign language major.
Keerthi Chandra, an international
graduate student and chemistry ma-

jor, said she felt the ceremony was a
great way to celebrate the lives of the
three women. She said she had not
met them but she has overheard staff
in the Office of International Students and Scholars mentioning how
outgoing and joyful they were.
“The memorial service was really great,” Chandra said. “People always talked about the hospitality
that they shared.”
Swetha Munagala, a graduate student and technology major, who was

a close friend to the three women,
was also was pleased with the service.
She reminisced on times she went to
the gym with Veerapaneni and of
Muppavarupu making her pies.
“They were always full of energy and joyful,” Mungala said. “I
had great experiences with each of
them.”
Siedah Parham can be
reached at 581-7942
or ssparham@eiu.edu.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Students lobby in Springfield
By Sarah Ruholl
Administration Editor

Thirteen students from the Student Action Team traveled to
Springfield Thursday for College
Student Lobby Day at the Capitol
building.
The group, led by Eric Wilber,
student executive vice president,
spoke to legislators about stopping
cuts to higher education, funding
the MAP Grant and releasing the
nearly $25 million the university is owed in general revenue payments.
Students also spoke with Rep.
Chapin Rose and Sen. Dale Righter, who stressed that the decisions
being made about Illinois’s future
will come in affect when this generation of college students are fully-grown.
“Nobody has more at stake in
what’s going on in this building today than you do,” Righter said.
Sarah Ruholl can be reached
at 581-7942
or seruholl2@eiu.edu

Service Day
tries to breaks
stereotypes
Volunteers needed
to help serve the
community

By Siedah Parham
Staff Reporter

A memorial service took place
Thursday for three former international students at the Commemorative Courtyard between McAfee
Gymnasium and the Gregg Triad.
The service was a dedication
to the lives of Anusha Anumolu,
Anitha Lakshimi Veerapaneni and
Priya Darshini Muppavarapu, who
lost their lives March 21, 2009 in a
two-car collision near St. Louis. All
three were graduate students pursuing a master’s degree in technology and were international students
from India.
Friends, co-workers and faculty
members gathered around as candles
were lit in honor of the students,
and a tribute was given from close
friend and a fellow graduate international student, Anupama Makineni. Makineni also read a letter sent
from India, written by Priya Darshini’s father.
After a moment of silence, friends
placed yellow and white flower petals in a basket and then made their
way to a grassy area between Lantz
Arena and Stevenson Hall to view
the yellow magnolia tree that was
planted in memory of the former
students.
A marbleized brick and a sketched
picture of the three women with
their names engraved lies in front of

c ampus

More than 300 volunteers are hoping for the
rain to stay away for the eighth annual Panther
Service Day Saturday. Students, staff and alumni will lend a helping hand to Charleston and
Mattoon communities in more than 20 volunteer opportunities.
Alison Mormino, student body president at
the time, created Panther Service Day in 2002.
Mormino, who has since returned to Eastern as
a development director, wanted to improve the
relationship between Eastern students and members of the community through acts of service.
When Panther Service Day began eight years
ago, it mainly involved volunteer acts of picking
up trash or painting houses.
Rachel Fisher, from the offices of Student
Community Service, serves as the director of
Panther Service Day.
“Over eight years (the service day) continues
to morph and adapt to the needs of the community,” Fisher said.
Student government has made efforts to make
the service day more appealing to students. This
year, students are able to choose from several
volunteer opportunities, including elderly care
SERVICE, page 7
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4K run to raise
awareness on
self-defense
Money raised is donated
toward scholarship
in McNamara’s name
By Steven Puschmann
Staff Reporter

Sar ah Ruholl | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Members of the Student Action Team met with Rep. Chapin Rose and Sen. Dale Righter in the Capitol
Building in Springfield on Thursday morning.

The 4K Run for Shannon McNamara will be
held to raise awareness on self defense.
This is the seventh year of the Run for Shannon McNamara, who was murdered in the summer of 2001 while attending Eastern.
The Kinesiology Sports Honors Club, who
wished to raise money in Shannon’s name, started the run in 2002. The money that is donated
for the run goes toward a scholarship in Shannon’s name. The minimum required to donate
and register for the run is $12, but people can
donate more.
Megan Patterson, a senior kinesiology major,
is the head of Alpha Phi sorority, which Shannon belonged to.
“All the girls who are a part of the Alpha Phi
sorority will be participating and donating $12
each,” Patterson said. “This is for a great cause
and registration is still open and people can even
register on the day of the event.”
McNamara’s death has played a significant
role in security and precautions around Eastern.
RUN, page 7
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'South Park' producers say
network cut fear speech

Scattered showers and
thunderstorms for the
majority of the day today,
with temperatures in the
upper 60s. The showers and
thunderstorms should
continue for the majority of
the weekend, mostly likely
coming to an end by
Monday. Temperatures next
week start off cool but warm
up toward next weekend.

By The Associated Press
NEW YORK- Producers of"South

Park" said Thursday that Comedy Central
removed a speech about intimidation and
fear from their shCJ~oV after a radical Muslim
group warned that they could be killed for
insulting the Prophet Muhammad.
It came during about 35 seconds
of dialogue between the cartoon characters of Kyle, Jesus Christ and Santa
Claus that was bleeped out.
'1twasn't some meta-joke on our fX'II4"
producers Trey Parker and Matt Stone said
Comedy Central declined to comment.
Earlier this week, the radical group
Revolution Muslim said on its website
that "South Park" had insulted their
prophet during last week's episode by

WEATHER TOMORROW
Saturday

Showers & T-Stonns
High: 74°
Low:58°
Sunday

Showers & T-Stonns
High:65°
Low:sso

depicting him in a bear costume.
The group said it wasn't threatening
Parker and Stone, but it included a gruesome picrure ofTheo Van Gogh, a Dutch
filmmaker killed by a Muslim extremist in 2004, and said the producers could
meet the same fate. The website posted
the addresses of Comedy Central's New
York office and the California production
studio where "South Park" is made.
Despite that, Parker and Stone included the Muhammad character in
this week's episode. Muhammad appeared with his body obscured by a
black box, since Muslims consider a
physical representation of their prophet
to be blasphemous. When the bear costume was removed, it was revealed to
be Santa Claus.

For more weather information: www.eiu.edu/'weather

BLOTTER
A black Chevrolet was reported damaged Sunday while parked near Pemberton Hall, the University Police Deparrment said.

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Pantherstock to
showcase local
musicians
0

A cannabis complaint was reported
Sunday at University Court. The incident was referred to the Office of Student Standards, the UPD said.

0

Pantherstock, a concert showcase part of Celebration, will begin at 11:30 a.m. today in the Library and South Quads. The concert will go until 7 p.m.
The main stage performers will include The Staff
Blues Band, Mugwump Specific, Andy Van Slyke,
Mitch Davis and Little Boy Jr. Artists performing
on the acoustic stage are Ian "12K" Winston, Zach
Wscislo and Charles Scott. The University Board is
sponsoring the concert.

A theft was reported from a vehicle

Tuesday while parked at an unknown
location, the UPD said.
A possible theft was reported Tuesday in Coleman Hall. The incident is
under investigation, the UPD said.
A cannabis complaint was reported
Wednesday in Douglas Hall. The incident is under investigation, the UPD
said.

Lecture to discuss dark
side of Illinois history
John HaUwas will give a lecture and presentation, "Small Town Heritage: Life in Illinois Communities," as part of the Academy of Lifetime
Learning workshop series at 2 p.m. today at the
Lincoln Log Cabin State Historic Site.
HaUwas will discuss the darker side of Illinois
history, including frontier killers at Cave-In-Rock,
horse thieves, bandits and murderers.
He will show slides based on lithographs and
historic photographs, depicting some of the outlaws and locations associated with their activi ties.
The Lincoln Log Cabin is located at 402 S.
Lincoln Highway Rd., Lerna. The lecture is free.

JORDAN BONER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
The sisters of Alpha Phi try to hold their formation steady during
the pyramids contest held near the campus pond on Thursday.
Alpha Phi went on to win the sorority division.
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EASTERN NEWS

How to get the
Green Word out there
Online Editor Sam Sottosanto talks about
different ways to spread the "Green Word" in
her going green blog on DEN news.com

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
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SEMINAR

Alumnus teaches how to fight back
Weed preaches
self-defense
at seminar
By Heather Holm

Activities Editor
Audience members became involved in Erin Weed's self- defense
seminar Thursday night - they actually practiced the moves that were
taught to them.
The seminar started out with a
speech by Weed about the story of
how her friend Shannon McNamara
was murdered in her apartment by an
unknown man in 2001.
Weed said when she first heard
about this, she felt like she was part
of the movie "The Matrix," where she
found a world she thought was perfect was actually pretty gritty.
Weed then made it her mission to
teach women about self-defense and
began training with self- defense ex-

perts.
"I had never taken a self-defense
course in my life," she said.
The self-defense seminar could be
broken down into three parts.
Weed told women to trust their intuition, be a "bad victim" or "hard target" and how to fight back.
Weed asked the crowd what an easy
target was and some of the answers
were a person on a cell phone, listening to music, alone or drunk.
During the interactive part of the
seminar, audience members sat in a
circle at Lantz Arena and were shown
how to fight if they were ever faced
with an attacker.
Audience members were told to tell
an attacker "Stop, leave me alone, I
don't want any problems."
Justin Tomaska, president of the
Kinesiology and Sports Studies Honors Club, played the "attacker" with
Weed who used him to show audience members how to fight through
mock-fighting.
Weed also asked audience mem-

hers where they thought an attacker
would be vulnerable and answers were
the throat, groin, knees and shins. She
then showed audience members what
to do if a victim told an attacker that
they did not want any problems and
an artacker still came at them.
She said victims should kick their
attacker where they were weakest with
a hit to the nose or groin, elbow to
the back or knee to the face.
The seminar also taught attendants
how to properly use common items
as weapons, such as a cell phone,
iPod, keys, hairbrush, pepper spray or
books.
Brittany Bart, a junior kinesiology
and sports studies major, said women should learn self-defense to protect
themselves when they are vulnerable.
"Anything can happen, especially at
night when you are by yourself," she
said.
Samantha Plaia, president of Alpha
Phi, the sorority both Weed and McNamara were a part of, said the whole
story hits pretty close to home.

AUDREY SAWYER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Erin Weed, an Eastern alumnus, presents Girls Fight Back Thursday evening
in Lantz Arena. Weed founded Girls Fight Back after the murder of Shannon McNamara, an Eastern student, in 2001. Girls Fight Back allows Weed
to teach self-defense and personal safety techniques.
" It hits hard because it happened
one of our girls," Plaia said. "On
campus, sometimes girls are walking home at night and not aware of
their surroundings. This (seminar)
to

could help prevent problems similar
to Shannon's."
Heather Holm can be reached at
581-7942 or haholm@eiu.edu.

CAUSE

Nonviolence run/walk hopes for a change
By Shatierra Parks

Staff Reporter
People run for different reasons. Some
to feel &ee or relieve stress, and others do
it out oflove. On Saturday, members of
the community will run and walk for a
reason greater than themselves.
Students, faculty, the student organizations Haiti Connection and the Sexual Assault Counseling and Information
Service, and members of the Charleston
community will run and walk 3.1 miles
around Charleston, as part of the 14th
annual Run/Walk for Nonviolence. The

theme for this years' fundraiser is Show
Me the Way: "1here is no way to peace,
peace is the way."
The event will be done in an effort
to end violence in the community and
global distress.
"For a moment we strive to make
our community, world and homes a
better place," said Roy Lantham, the
youth minister at the Newman Catholic
Center. "While some may think that a
run will not solve poverty, domestic violence, or the crime, neither will a closed
fist or a gun. But for a moment the participants will get to depict the world free

of violence."
The goal is to get everyone involved
to contribute $15 to participate in the
event Different businesses, as well as
registered students organizations, will
also contribute through sponsorships.
A free lunch will be prepared at the
end of the run as a reward to all participants.
The nonviolence run/walk is a movement toward change. It involves the
Eastern and Charleston community as a
whole and provides the chance to make
a difference in the community.
Along with helping the communi-

FOR RENT: 13124TH STREET

Shatierra Parks can be reached
at 581-7942 or at
,Uparks@eiu.edu.
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Haiti Connection and a ministry leader
at the Newman Center.
"Nonviolence is the way that leads us
to a better understanding of each other," Nordin said. "Peace is what we need
to overcome disagreements and walk together towards a healthier society."
The Nonviolence Run will take place
at 10 a.m. Saturday. All participants will
meet at the Newman Center to begin
the 3.1 mile run.

JAM AND JAY GOLDBERG EVENTS PRESENT

PRIME LOCATION, TWO DOORS DOWN FROM PANTHER PAW
FIVE BEDROOM
TWO & A HALF BATH
LAUNDRY ROOM
TRASH INCLUDED
CENTRAL AIR
$285.00 PER BEDROOM/MONTH

ty, the participants will also be helping
Haiti. When all the proceeds have been
collected 80 percent will go to Haiti in
an effort to help with water purification
and school sponsorship programs.
Chelsea Hand, a member of the Haiti Connection, has been on the board
for several years.
"Haiti has been in the news since the
earthquake, and we want to make sure
that they are remembered," Hand said.
"Also by having this run/walk for nonviolence we feel as if we are bringing
about global change."
Doris Nordin is another member of
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EASTERN NEWS

DAILY EDITORIAL
The daily editorial is the
majority opinion of the
editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Collin Whitchurch

Media's
fight never
quite ends
The editor-in-chief of lhe Breeze, James Madison University's student newspaper, was recently
brought under fire when police officers stormed
her office demanding she hand over photographs
of a riot on JMU's campus.
New York Newsday, a highly read professional daily
newspaper in New York City, is being shot with criticism for censoring columnists on its sports page.
Just another day on the job.
Correct ethical practices and the law of the industry have been pounded into my skull time and
time again during my two years at Eastern, allowing me to take notice when controversies such as
the two aforementioned stories occur.
We are taught to critically think, to know when
we are wronged and to fight against those who try
to suppress us. So it's amazing to hear that injustices such as these still occur.
In the JMU story, a student journalist, just days
on the job, was caught in a whirlwind when her
paper took photographs of a riot that occurred on
campus. According to an article by Rex Bowman
in the Wednesday edition of the Roanoke Times,
the editor, Katie Thisdell, was forced to hand over
photographs to authorities when they threatened
to seize everything inside her newsroom, delaying
publication of, if not crippling, her twice-weekly
publication.
The Newsday controversy is even more stunning
in that it takes place in a professional environment.
James and Charles Dolan, Cablevision executives who also own New York's Knicks and Rangers, recently purchased the paper.
Columnists for Newsday such as Wallace Matthews were having phrases edited out of their columns because of a new policy at the paper that
called for a "softer tone" and "no name-calling," according to an article by John Koblin in Tuesday's
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Panther Service Day chance
for students to make difference

T

omorrow will provide a golden opportunity for
Eastern students to shed that awful stereotype
that people of our generation are so often saddled with: Selfish laziness.
Of course, with every generation, members of the one
that preceded it will cry out how young people don't understand what true hard work is or what it means to have
to earn something.
But tomorrow, we can prove them all wrong.
Every year, Panther Service Day brings students together in an effort to volunteer and perform any number of
philanthropic services in order to help those in need in
our own community.
This past year should have drilled into each and every
student's head just how necessary it is to have someone
willing to help when life gets tough.
We all watched the news as the earthquake that rocked
Haiti to its foundations rendered the nation helpless.
We watched the screen and saw the lives torn apart,
countless people killed and the citizens of Haiti struggle
simply to continue on.
And we watched as volunteers from all across the county and all across the globe flocked to the tiny island and
did whatever they could to provide help and relie£ And
those volunteers proved that there is still good in the
world, there are still people willing to help.
While the own difficulties that some may face in our
own backyard may not be nearly as horrific, it is still important for those in need to know, and for those of us capable to show that we are all one people, one family.
The conflict between Charleston natives and Eastern students that sometimes rears its head will most likely never truly end. But, as a pair of communities, we need
each other.
So many businesses rely on the patronage of Eastern

"We all live
in the same
town and
we should
all do
something,
if only for
one day, to
make our
community
better
and help
those that
need it."

students to stay afloat. And so many services are provided
by Charleston and its residents that we as a university take
for granted far too often.
However, tomorrow we can wake up a little early, go
out and do some legitimate good for our community.
It isn't only important to do this as a means of showing
the surrounding community that we care, but as a means
of proving that we may be two separate entities, but that
we are actually do care about Charleston and its residents.
Too many students live every day under the sad and
flawed thinking that Charleston and its residents exist
only to serve Eastern and that without the school Charleston would be nothing.
This could not be further from the truth. Charleston
was here before Eastern and it would most certainly carry
on if the school disappeared. It would, indeed, be a much
smaller, quieter and sleepy little town, but the town would
still exist, to be sure.
And some students even think that they owe nothing to the town. These thoughts were heard from members of student government all the way to numerous comments on lhe Daily Eastern News website when the issue
of the tax swap meant to provide additional funds for area
schools arose.
So many students said that Charleston was wildly out
ofline to ask for money and help from Eastern students.
Let's get beyond this ignorant line of thinking, Eastern.
Regardless of the perceived relationship between
Charleston and Eastern, we are all people. We all live in
the same town and we should all do something, if only for
one day, to make our community better and help those
that need it.
So, tomorrow let's actually do it. It is only one day out
of our lives and we do owe it to our fellow human beings
in our mutually shared home to go out and help.

FROM THE EASEL
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New YtJrk Observer.
Absolutely absurd.
The unfair situations presented these journalists
are not incredibly dissimilar to those many people
may see in the workplace every day. It's not uncommon to hear an employee with a qualm about
being wronged by a boss or hurt by the conglomerate that presides over them.
The only difference in journalism is that it affects the world around them. In the James Madison case, the police broke the Privacy Protection
Act of 1980, prohibiting police ftom taking material ftom a news gathering operation. The Rockingham prosecutor's office bullied a young girl to
aid its investigation.
What does this mean for the public? It means
little, perhaps, in this individual case. But it opens
up the possibility for more discussion on rights
when it comes to the media and law enforcement.
In Newday's case, it's all about censorship. InFROM AROUND THE STATE
stances such as this would have never if the owners were well-versed in journalism. But when public figures, who are often the most frequently criticized by a publication, become its owners, they
will do everything in their power to avoid said crit- By The Daily Vidette Editorial Board
icism. Even break ethical practices they were likely Illinois State University
never formally schooled in.
Known as "legal pot," "spice," and more comIt deprives the public of the truth. Sure, for now
it's just stopping criticism of the head coach of the monly, "K2," this herbal product, though considNew York Jets or the first baseman of the New ered dangerous by health and drug-enforcement
YorkMets.
officials, is currently in high demand at head shops
But where does it end? It has to end somewhere. in Chicago and surrounding cities.
The public deserves the undisturbed truth, and it's
Marketed as incense or potpourri since 2006,
our job to bring it to them no matter the conse- the herbs in this product are sprayed with a synquences along the way.
thetic chemical that researchers claim when smoked
is similar to tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC, found
Collin Whitchurch is a senior journalism in marijuana. While many claim it to be similar to
m<Uor. He can be reached at 581-7942 smoking a joint, health officials are saying K2 is acor DENopinions@gmail.com. tually more potent than THC.
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ILLUSTRATION BY IAN WINSTON

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

'Legal pot' on hand in Illinois
This past month, illinois lawmakers passed legislation that would classifY K2 as a controlled substance, which would allow for the drug to be regulated by the government. The bill is now awaiting
Senate approval.
With Kansas being the first state to ban the
product and Missouri looking to prohibit it is as
well, we believe other states should follow suit and
ban K2. Regardless of our stance on whether or
not pot should be legalized, we all agree this herb
should be illegal due to the fact that it is manufactured with harmful chemicals, has unknown effects
and is widely popular with teens and young adults
across the nation.
It's obvious people of all ages are going to try a

product known as "legal pot." But with its 3-gram
packages in flavors like "Blonde," "Pink," "Citron,"
and "Summit," selling for $30 a pack in head shops
in St. Louis, we worry this product is becoming too
popular too fast, particularly for young people.
With its flirry, fun flavors and cheap price, this
product purposely tempts the curious young person, who is tricked into believing that if it is legal
it is harmless.
However, the most common ingredient in K2
is JWH-018 and is considered dangerous by the
scientist John Huffman, who first synthesized it in
1990 at Clemson Univeristy.

To read more, visit VidetteOnline.com
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Tunnel vision

Underground system feeds energy
from steam plant to campus buildings;
water, air, other utilities connected

Administration Editor Sarah Ruholi,
Editor in ChiefTyler Angelo and staff
photographer Megan Mathy were af
forcled the opportunity to go on a guided tour ofEastern's unclerground tunnel
system Wednesday morningfrom members ofFacilities Pb:mning and Management.

Eastern's tunnel system
Tiny repairs are being made only
as necessary until funding is made
available.

$24

By Sarah Ruholl

Administration Editor
We entered the tunnels through the
basement of the old steam plant.
Accessing the tunnels requires us to
step over a bucket conveyor system, a
1925 design, still feeding coal to the
boilers, when a coal boiler is operating, though none currently are.
"We've been very surprised it's lasted as long as it has," said Gary Reed,
director of Facilities Planning and
Management. " It's a totally obsolete
but original piece of the steam plant
that we've managed to sustain for a
very long time."
Some of the system's parts have
been out of production for more than
half a century. Each time a part must
be replaced, it is individually fabricated in a machine shop.
"This is the only one we know of in
operation," Reed said of the antiquated system.
For now, though, it sits unused because the newest coal burner, purchased in 1958, went out of commission earlier this year.
The campus' energy needs are currently being served by a new natural
gas boiler, which arrived just in time
for the old coal burner to breathe its
last, fiery-breath. The new boiler will
be reinstalled in the new Renewable
Energy Center and serve as a backup.
Equipment breaking down is something of a recurring theme in the plant.
Mike Waddell, the steam plant
manager, said the crew spends most of
its time just trying to keep the plant
running, at least until the biomass-fueled plant goes online in fall 2011.

MEGAN MATHY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Chad Weber, a campus mechanical engineer, shows the orange wiring that runs through the tunnels. The orange
wires were once the fiber optics for the Internet but are now used for the fire alarm system across campus.

Reed, Ryan Siegel, the campus energy and sustainability coordinator,
and Chad Weber, a campus mechanical engineer, showed us through the
tunnels Wednesday morning.
Reed tells us that we are the first
students in Eastern's 115-year history
to be granted such access to the network of tunnels that run underneath
campus. A permit from the Office of
Environmental Health and Safety had
to be obtained before we could enter
the tunnels serving the southern and
western parts of campus.
The tunnels feed energy from the
plant to the buildings on campus, as
well as chilled water for air conditioning units, telephone, Internet and
television cables, domestic water and
nearly all other utilities essential to
operation.

DENnews.com
Staff photographer Megan Mathy put together a
photo gallery of the nearly two-hour tour of Eastern's
underground tunnel system and the steam plant.
Check it out at DENnews.com.

As we crouched through the entryway, Reed asked that we pay attention to the poor condition of the tunnels. Indeed, it would have been hard
to miss. The utilities infrastructure has
about $24 million worth of deferred
maintenance.
Rusted support belts are exposed
by fallen chunks of the ceiling. When
the group was just south of Old Main,
an 18-inch wide and 2-inch thick slab
of concrete freed itself from the ceiling as Reed touched it to demonstrate
how loose some parts are and nearly
hit our photographer on the head.
This deterioration is caused by salt
water that seeps through sidewalks
during the icy season. The salt water
rusts the metal supports, which then
expand and push the concrete structure apart.
Soon after entering, we reach a pit
that once housed a hand-stoked coal
boiler, which powered the campus until the steam plant opened in 1925.

We turn north, entering the oldest
section of the tunnel system through
a hand-laid, brick archway, more than
100 years old, that stretches to the
basement of Old Main.
Immediately to the right of the entrance is a pile of sandbags, stacked in
a futile attempt to hold off floodwaters creeping toward the new mechanical room in the basement of Blair
Hall. The room was redone following
the 2004 fire in Blair Hall.
A waterproof door, which opens to
the room, kept the equipment safe. A
waterline marks the peak of the floodwaters, about 4 feet 6 inches up.
Flooding is a regular occurrence in
the guts of Eastern. Knee-deep water
levels kept us from the westward-reaching art that stretches to Lantz Arena.
Floodwaters kept us from the
southern-most exit point as well, underneath Thomas Hall.
In random spots in the walls, dried
foam packing puffed out defiantly -

million approximately
in deferred
maintenance for
utilities infrastructure

a quick and affordable fix, for leaks,
Reed said.
"Water would be spewing out of
these holes, so we'd be patching it
with spray-can foam packing," Reed
said. "This is how we have to roll."
The waters have taken their toll in
various ways throughout the years.
Pipe supports for the main steam line
to the north end of campus were sagging, the line close to breaking, which
would effectively have shut down Old
Main and Blair Hall until they could be
repaired, itself a difficult task.
"You could hardly walk through
here because the pipes were almost on
the ground," Weber said.
Navigating the tunnels is no easy
task, even on a good day. Pools of
standing water, some several inches
deep, cover entire stretches of the tunnel system.
Temperatures in the tunnels range
from warm to almost unbearably hot.
Temperatures rise the most near the
many red-painted pipes, which contain water and steam at temperatures
upwards of350 degrees.
We encountered a facilities employee, coming down the tunnel from the
west wing of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. When asked ifhe
would care to join the tour, he replied,
"No, I get enough of these tunnels."
Siegel said the frequency of repairs
in the tunnel varies, but it is not uncommon for workers to be down
there weekly.
Soon a&er moving on, we faced the
toughest of the many obstacles. Pipes
jut and bend across the narrow space.
Passing through the spot requires a series of awkward contortions.
The journey, and all the climbing,
ducking and jumping that goes with
it, ends in the Human Services Building basement, and we emerged, covered in mud and dust.
Sarah Ruholl can be reached at
581-7942 or seruholl2@eiu.edu.

MEGAN MATHY I THE OAILY EASTERN NEWS
Some areas of the tunnel have flooding problems where the water can
reach knee-high in certain locations.

I THE OAILY EASTERN NEWS
A manhole allows light to shine through the usually dark tunnels.
MEGAN MATHY

MEGAN MATHY I THE DAILY EASTERN
Ryan Siegel, the campus energy and sustainability coordinator, shows a pipe Wednesday that had once run
through the tunnels but is now capped off.
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High hopes for UB's final show

Blagojevich wants Obama
to testify at corruption trial

Moulton, Norwest
will perform in
UB comedy act
By Rob Mortell

Staff Reporter
Up -and-coming comedians Collin Moulton and Adam Norwest are
coming to Eastern to perform their
acts at the " Final Comedy Show"
in the 7 th Street Underground.
The University Board is conducting its final show of the year at
9 p.m. today.
The show features the acts of
Moulton and Norwest.
Comedy Central will be taping
the event for a special to air sometime this year.
Rovion Reed, a senior African
American studies major, helped
with the event.
He said he feels that this being
filmed and eventually shown on
national television will attract a
large crowd.

"I have seen
some of his
stuff on the
internet and I
am definitely
interested in
going to the
show."
john Gietz, sophomore
business and
kinesiology major

" Hopefully this will bring a lot
of people out here," Reed said.
Moulton started doing stand- up
comedy in 2000. He has appeared
in clubs across the country.
Moulton has won several awards,
including The Rocky Mountain
Laugh Off in 2001 and been fea-

tured on Comedy Central and
Showtime.
John Gietz, a sophomore business and kinesiology major was
excited to hear that Moulton was
coming to Eastern.
"I have seen some of his stuff
on the internet and I am definitely interested in going to the show,"
Gietz said.
Adam Norwest is a young comedian who started doing stand-up at
age 13.
He was the youngest ever to
compete in Seattle's International
Comedy Competition.
Norwest currently lives in Los
Angles. He is currently touring
several clubs and colleges across
the country for the next few
weeks.
Admission is free and all students are encouraged to come to
what is sure to be a night full of
laughter.

Rob Mortell can be reached
at 581-7942
or rdmortell@eiu.edu.

By The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Former illinois Gov.
Rod Blagojevich's lawyers asked a federal judge on Thursday to issue a subpoena
for President Barack Obarna to testifY as a
witness at his corruption trial.
Blagojevich said in court papers filed
by defense attorney Sam Adam that
Obarna would be able to resolve questions surrounding the government's allegation that the fOrmer governor sought to
sell or trade the seat left vacant following
the president's November 2008 election.
"President Barack Obarna has direct
knowledge of the Senate seat allegation,"
Blagojevich's 11-page motion filed with
U.S. District Judge James B. Zagel said
There was no allegation in the court
papers of any wrongdoing on Obama's
part.
It would be extraordinary if a sitting
president were subpoenaed to take the
witness stand in a Chicago political corruption trial or any criminal trial. Zagel
has not indicated how he might respond
to the unusual request.

1., 2, 3 & 4 BedFooms

Tweet
Tweet

Follow
the Daily
Eastern
News
twitterl

Tanning Beds -- Fitness Center -Most Utilities Included ,...., $99 Security Deposit
Washer & Dryer in every unit ,...., Pets Welcome
Open
Saturday

Lin1.ited
space
available

1-4

A spokesman for the U.S. artorney's
office had no comment. Messages seeking
comment were left at Adam's office.
The motion said there was a conflict
between comments made by Obama at a
news conference and statements to federal
prosecutors made by a labor union president and a candidate for the seat.
"There are two conflicting stories and
the defense has the right to admit evidence that contradicts the government's
claims," the motion said
Some portions of the motion were
blacked out to conform to court-ordered
secrecy.
But within hours of the filing, the public was briefly able to access portions of
the material online. In them, several witnesses were quoted as saying that a labor
union official spoke of having a conversation with Obama on Nov. 3, 2008,
in which Obama expressed hope that
Blagojevich would choose an unnamed Senate Candidate B - frequently identified as the president's
longtime friend, Valerie Jarrett, now a
White House adviser.

dennews

$125.00
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Tweet
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YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
2,3 & 4 Bedroom Townhouses
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CENTRAL AIR
FULLY FUNISHED
DISHWASHER
DECKS IN THE WOODS
3 LAUNDRY FACILITIES
GARBAGE DISPOSAL

Cambridge and Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TH
STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

CALL

345-2363
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SERVICE, from page 1
and support, nature conservation,
community beautification, painting
and cleaning, habitat for humanity
and animal care. The Panther Service
Day website provides a brief description of these volunteer opportunities
to better assist students in choosing a
project that strikes their interests.
"We tried to make it a matchmaking berween the needs of the com-

munity and the interest of the volunteers," Fisher said.
Panther Service Day begins with a
free brunch at 10:30 a.m. provided to
all volunteers by the Alumni Association. The brunch is followed by a kickoff ceremony featuring music from the
Pep Band and a welcome from Mayor
John Inyart and student body president Michelle Murphy at 11: 15 a.m.

RUN, from
page 1

STATE BRIEFS

tire.
"We want to break the stereotypes
that service is just picking up trash or
having to volunteer 10 hours every
week," Fisher said.
In 2004, the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
awarded Panther Service Day the Governor's Hometown Award for its contributions to the community.

"I am overwhelmed by the amount
of passion EIU students have, and
if you need to be reminded of that,
come out Saturday morning," Fisher said. "Rain or shine it will happen,
we will make a difference."
Kate Kelleher can be reached
at 581-7942
or kmkelleher@eiu.edu

Cham.paign officer suspended in teen's death

people remember McNamara as being an intelligent and involved person. She was a part of the KSS honors club and was a member of the
Alpha Phi sorority.
Justin Tomaska, the head of the
KSS club, remembers McNamara
well.
"Shannon was a very fun loving person, she was active at Eastern," Tomeska said. "She worked at
the Students Recreation Center and
everyone that remembers her there
has nothing but good things to say
about her."
The run will begin at 2 p.m.
Sunday at the Campus Pond
and will follow the Panther
Trail.
Steven Puschmann can be
reached at 581-7942
or srpuschmann@eiu.edu

Mov~ng

" (The brunch and welcoming ceremony) highlights what the day is
about, which is groups coming together to help each other," Fisher said.
All service projects start at noon
and continue until 4 p.m., followed
by a rwilight service project involving
Catholic charities from 5 to 9 p.m.
The rwilight service encourages volunteers to dress up in 7 0s and '80s at-

By The Associated Press
CHAMPAIGN - A Champaign
police officer has been suspended
for a month without pay in the fatal shooting of a 15-year-old boy
last year.
Champaign City Manager
Steve Carter said Thursday that
Officer Dan Norbits did not intend to fire his gun as he struggled with Kiwane Carrington last
Oct. 9.
But Carter said Norbits violated department policy by fail ing to maintain control of the
gun.
Norbits and police Chief R.T.
Finney were responding to a report
of break- in when they found Carrington and another boy behind a
house. Carrington reportedly struggled with Norbits.

On A Budget1

A coroner' s jury ruled Carrington's death an accident.
Carter said Norbits will not
serve his suspension until potential appeals have been exhausted.
Fraternal Order of Police said
Norbits hasn' t decided whether to
appeal.

Brady to release
tax returns Friday
CHICAGO - Republican candidate for governor Bill Brady says
his tax returns will show that his
family home building company is
struggling, like other businesses in
lllinois.
But Brady wouldn't provide details about his returns when he
talked to reporters Thursday evening at a Republican Party fundraiser.

Brady is scheduled to release his
2009 tax returns Friday in Springfield, after initially saying he
wouldn't make them publicly available.
Democratic Gov. Pat Quinn,
who released copies of his own returns this week and released them
to reporters, criticized Brady for not
doing the same.
Brady will only allow reporters to
inspect his returns for a few hours,
but he says he will make summaries
of them available.

Prosecutors:VVonnan
killed to prevent testinnony
MARKHAM Bond has
been set at $10 million for a
man charged with first- degree
murder in the death of his exgirlfriend.
The decomposed body of Dana

Hayes of Park Forest was found in
a field in the Chicago suburb of
Thornton.
The 35-year-old woman disappeared Jan. 25, rwo weeks before
the start of the attempted murder
trial of Terrence Coulter of Dolton.
Coulter was charged late Wednesday in the slaying of Hayes. Prosecutors say they believe Hayes was
killed to prevent her from testifying
against Coulter.
Cook County State's Attorney
Anita Alvarez said Thursday that
Hayes may have met with Coulter
willingly at a South Holland hotel,
but sometime during their meeting
he allegedly beat, strangled and cut
her throat.
Alvarez alleges Coulter dumped
Hayes' body in a field, where it was
found March 23.

Grant View
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Truck
Local, One Way and Commercial Rates Available
520 West Lincoln Ave., Charleston
Located inside Charleston True Value

• Next to Lantz
• 'llash and parking
included in rent

Call217-345-2741 or visit Budgettruck.com
to Reserve Your Truck Now.
S 1IDV® 15% On Youl!' R®n U1IDOWIUh T hl® Ad
(Til'U©k 1IDnd MI0®1ID@J®)
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Looking for L"'UX.UR."Y LIVIN"G-?
We Have Jus£ the Place :for YOU!

~oath Campa~ ~ait{Z~

Owners both EIU
Alum & responsive
to tenants!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living room
Dining r oom
Laundry
Kitchen
D ouble lot
Fire -pit
Fenced yard
Pets n egotiable

$330 per month
1012 2nd St.

Amenities In.clu.de:

FREET.ANNING!
FREE WATER!
FREE LAUNDRY!
FREE EXERCISE EQUIP:MENT!
NEW .2 BDRM_ TOVVNHOUSES!
Uniqu~ Prop~i~

(217)345-5022
"\/V"\/V"\/V.. uniqu~-prop~i~~-n¢

CLASSIFIEDS
Q Help wanted

*For rent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4130

__________________

gounds.

2bedroomhcmeat 1005 11thStreet$32S/
person/lronthWasher/Diyer,ttash<rd lawn

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

seM::eird.Jdedl'bpe1S.~37

140210thSt- 2 BR heme for rrotJune 201 Q
cal (217)345-3754
___________________ 00

Great Summer Job: Top Pay, Ufeguards, All
01icago SubUJbs. No experience/ wm train
and certify. Look for application oo our web
site www.poolguards.com 63o-692-1500

4130
ONLY 4 UNITS lfFTl 3 BEDROOM/2 BATH
APTS, 2 Bl<XKSFROM CAMPUS, 2417 SKLJ.
RITY,ALLLmLmES,CABlf,MmNEr,TRASH

2 BR apartments: Brand new carpet, winOONs, CIA, WID. 3kxatia1Sdosetocampus,

x130 Eman:~.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

AND WATER PAID. WASHERIDRYER.DISI+
WASHER, CENTRAL AIR, PARKING, FULLY

___________________ 00

!Bartendng! L,pto$250/d<?f. Noexperience
necessary, training provided 1-800-9656520ext239.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

FURNtsHED,cmAMICTil.EANDNEWCARPET. $425/PERSO'-l. CALL345-62100R\AEW

P05itive,energetic bartender wanted. No experienceneeded.Funworl<atmosphere!Call
841 -3738
00

ia Roommates
Need Roommates! UniqueProperties is lod<ingforroommatestofill bedroomsinS€\Ieral
of our locations. All are very dose to GlJlllUS,
fully furnished and reduced rates. Call today
(217) 345-5022 www.unique-properties.net
4130

~Sub lessors

AT EIPilOPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4130
3&4Bed"cxrna~on6thSt near Old Main.

TrashandWaterindOOed.217-345-f>967
4130
7 Bedroom 2 Bath house near campus. All
largerocrns.lndudescable,ntemet. WiSler/
<iyer,dshwasher,centlal air,ttash&rrollling.
SmaD <b;J alk:med. 217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4130
3 or 4 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS.
LARGEBEOO:X)MSANDLNNGSPACE WID
INCLUDED. $275A'ffiSON. 217-549-9346
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4130
CooJd }00 use $1 00.00? Sig1 a New Lease
with Jensen Rentals before4-3o-10<rdwe
will put m:neyinyour pxkel! wwwjensmrrotals.com 345-6100.
________________ 4130

Female SUBl.fSSOR NEEDED for 201o-2011
on 1st floor at Mnlineum on 4th St. More detanscaJI70&224-1266.

2 BRa~ for 2 Cable, Internet. water, trash irr
duded. $2751person 345-4489, Wood li!nt-

----------------~4123

al~~mnta~

WANTED SUBlfASffi 3 BED000\12 BATH
APARTMENT, FULLYFURNtsHED,ALLUTIJ..I.
TIES INCWDED, VERY NICE. CALL IF INTERESTID(217)273-9856.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

4130
2for 1 DEAIJ 2BRa~Xfor 1@$425indudes
cat)e, internet, water,trash Fa-2:$550 'M:xxl

TWO SUBLESSORS NEEDED for 2409 8th StSouth Campus Suites. 2 BR. fully furnished,
full sized bed. free laundry, trash &water irr
dOOed, patio, tanning, &exercise equip, dis-

2 & 3 bedroom houses. 1 blod< to Lantz/
O'Brien. Washer/dryer & AIC 'M:xxl rentals,
345-4489, v.ooc:i"entals.com
4130

countoodeposit Call (630)201-4756.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

WEWANTYOU! Do }OOwant a sigling tJo.
nus or cheap rent? 3, 4, or 5 Bedrooms to

One grt sutAessor for 3 txlrm apt@ Universi-

choose from 345-6100.

fa1tal~ 345-4489, wood"entals.com
________________ 4130

ty Vnlage for 10/11 school year. Fully fur-

nished. shuttle sen.1ce to campus, pets wef.
come. $385/mo. 217-474-5679.
__________________513
SUBLESSOR NEEDED a1d now through next
year3peopletosharea 5BRhouseat7314th
St NCWDESWASHERIDRYER! $275single/
mo. low utnities! 70&567 -8420
00

4130
AMUL11Pl.k::rTYof1BRapts. Mostwithcat)e,
Internet. water & trash paid. Wood Rentals,
345-4489.
________________ 4130

***NoN !easing for 1o-11 sd:1oolyearl2, and
3bedroornfu0yfumished~avai~

ai:Ae! Great k:x:aticns,awesome JXices, caD today to see what Unique PlqJerties has to offer. (217)345-5022 www.unique-properties

*For rent

net
________________ 4130

Just east of campus-2 be<toorn dupexavaiJ.
ableAugust'10/11 school year. No pets. RCR
Rentalsor217-345-5832
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4123

$30000 Rent.Would }00 pay that? I need 3
or 4 super splendid students to make that
deal happen! www,bapartments..com3456100

l.ookilgfor a nice pace to liw? 1-5 bedroom
spaces available, 217-273-8828 for details.
wwwBUforRentcom
4123
Eastofcampus -rmmeled 1be<toomapartments '10/11 schoolyea-.l'bpets.345-5832or
rurentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4123

4130
***NoN !easing for 1o-11 sd:1oolyearl 3bedroom 1 bath duplex located at 1703 11th
s~ Ft.ilyfurnishedandwasher/dryer. cal
tcday(217)345-5022 www.unique-proper-

CHAMPAGNELUXURY ON A BEER BUDGETI
Ready to make deals oo the last c01.4Jle units
wehaveleft. NEW5Bd,5Bath-170512th3
Bd -2009 B11th St Just secondstodasswith

CHEO< US OUT ON YOUTUBE! Search .lensen Rentals. www.jensenrentals.com 3456100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4130

aD theamenities}OO need www.~
tals.com345-6100.

6 BR wllod<~ 2 bath house, 2 blocks from
campus;dshWiNlef,palking,trashindOOed.

- - - - - - - - - 4123
31lRand 1MasterSuite,cornpetelyfi.nnished
with CIA, WID, off street parl<ing, Ia~ yard.
and front porch 1021 6th, 1Block from Old
Man. 11 mo.lease$3SG'room. Avanatle8/1.
Mr. Wendel 70&415-8191 wendel22@aol.
com

10moothlease. 520990-7723
Newlyremodeled 3-4 BR. 2 bath t-oose;cmtral AIC, washer/dryer, dishwasher, parking.
10moot111ease. 520990-7723
513
FALL20104 BRhoose 3 blocksfrom camp.&

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4123
END OF SCHOOL YEAR HOUSING CLEARANCE! BESTRATESNTOWN! Only31efL3or
4Bd,2 BathFumishedorUnfuJrished. www.

WID,CIA,porch,yard.garage.348-m94
513
$200/bedroorn AIIUWitiesinduded.Waslr
er/ctyer. Yo..rcmnporch&c!JM?way. http:!/

jbapartmen1S.Com34~100.

fin>u1.comlyf3a9tk

4130

513

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4123

513

5~

Avalable Jufy and August wwwJittekenrerr
tals.com217-27~

4BR.2bath.21Mrgroom~ August 1st

Brand new hard.vood floorswith large IQtch.
en and screened-in pord:l. $350/pp. 1119
'M:xxll3wn. 217-27~7wwwJittekenrerr
tals.com
___________________ 00
END OF SCHOOL YEAR HOUSING CLEARANCE BEST RATES IN TOW\!. Only31efL3or
4Bd,2 Bath FunishedorUnfurrished. www.
paparti"001tS.Com 34~1 00.
___________________ 00
4 txirm hoose, dose to B.J.living room, dining room, laundJy, kitchen, do\ble IOC Oovners both BU Alum 1012 2nd St. $330/mo.

Rich 273-7270, nota tjg landlord. responsive
totenants. Rre-pit, fenced yard. pets negotiable.
___________________ 00
VERYNk:E6BR,2 BATH HOUSEON CAMPUS
SIDE OF 2nd STREET. LESS THAN 1 BL<XK
FR<l'v1 THE REC. CALL217-493-7559 OR rnyeiuhome.com
___________________ 00
3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath townho.Jse. Central
air, washer/dyer, newwinOOws, low utnitie5.
Trash indOOed$250/person 773-4@-1993

.For rent

*For rent

___________________ 00

tcnilapts.com
___________________ 00

5624,217-3480209.
___________________ 00

Available May 1st and June 1st. 1Becroom

NOW LEASING FOR 10/11 SCHOOL YEAA
Large 5bdm houseat 11004thStreet Waslr
er/dJyer & gartJage induded. 10 Mo lease
$2Wperstudentl:al 345-6257
___________________ 00

501 TAYLORTHREEBEmOOMI-OJSE. CARPETED, GAS HEAT, AICCLOSE TO CAMPUS.
345-9462
___________________ 00

apts. Water and trash induded. Off-5treet
parl<ing. $41 0/rnonth. Buchanan St Apts

1812 9th 511 OONT MISS oun 2, 3, 4 BEDflClO'v1 FOR FALL 2010, 1'-KJN 3 MOS FREE
WATER34W573/5494011
___________________ 00

345-1266.
___________________ 00

Fall '10 2 BR. extra large, dose to campus,
nice, quiet house AIC, WID, water and trash
induded. No pets. $275pp-$SSO!mo. 217-

3bedrooma~Xavailai:AeforFalla"gerocms.

CIA, ceiling fans, water, trash and electric irr
dOOed. $31<Yperscn BuchananStApts3451266.
___________________ 00

259-9772,

FaD 2010, 3 BR house oo9th. Walking dis-

___________________ 00

tance from campus, large back yard. WID,

Fall '1 o. Studio a~X. Close to campus, nice,
dean,waterandtrashinduded. $285.217-

dshwasher,offstreetpar1<ing. 217-600-4976
___________________ 00

259-9772,

lbfal Heigl~ Pa!ld'lace, Lynn Ro Apts. 1, 2,
& 3 BRS 348-1479 Office Hours Mf 11-5.

___________________ 00
6 BR house, 2 kite~ 2 baths, ale, w/d. 10
rno.lease,off-5treetpar1<ing.$225perBRfor6.
273-1395
___________________ 00
48Rhouse,cishwasl-er,w/d.11/2baths,a/c,
10mo.lease,$250perBRforfour. 273-1395
___________________ 00
4 BEDROOM HOUSE WITH LARGE YARD,
NOOTOOTYPARK,$250PERPmSGI.CALL
217-549-1957
___________________ 00

2 Bedroom, 1 bath apartment. 1o month
lease, $250perperson, dose to campus. 5129528
___________________ 00
Love~ YOUiiw_v.ai<outin YOURQ>11\
invite friends to YOUR clubhouse, tan in
YOURtanringbed,enjoyYOJRwalk-indos-

www.tricountyrng.com
___________________ 00

et, get readf in YOUR own bathroom, do
lat.rdryin YOUlwasher <rd<iyer, and save
YOUR mooey t, renting a 2bdm'2ba $489,
3bdm/3ba $415, deposit $99..5ave YOUR
tirne, save YOUR rroney, come to Campus
Pointe. We11payfor}OOrwater, trash, cable,

GREATL<XAIDN! AFfalDABLEl'AQ BED000\1 APARTMENT. WAJJ< TO CAMPUS.
TRASH, WATER PAID. $300/pp. 217-54!}-

internet, and btwn $6o-$75 off >0-Jr electric
bil aparti"OOltseiu.com 345-f:ro1
00

Plain & Simple! Best Deal for the Dollar!
1BR apt for 1 from $335 incl internet
2BR apt for 2 $275/ person incl cable, internet, water, trash

2BR apt for 1 $425 incl cable, internet, water, trash
2&3BR houses, $275-300/person, w/d, ale, walk t'!::o__......__

1BRa~ 117 W Polk & A St. all appliances,
tJa5h pd. $495-$510 PH 217-348-7746 www.
cha!lestoo~ts.com

___________________ 00
2BR~2001 S12th& 130518thSttJashpd.

$25o-$425 Ph 217-348-7746 www.charles-

~bt Nt\tt lork ~huts
Crossword
Spiral staircase,
ACROSS

.Jim Wood, Realtor

512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
harleston, IL 61920
17 345-4489- Fax 345-4472
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Land grant, of a
sort
11 "The Praise
of ChimneySweepers" writer
1s Person with a
shaky story?
16 Dosage units
17 Thanksgiving
symbol
18 Drill instructors,
e.g.: Abbr.
19 Viscosity symbols
20 Joyner joiner?
22 Bitter herb
23 Jason of "I Love
You, Man"
25 They change
people's profiles
21 Subject of Article
Ill, Section 3 of
the Constitution
3o They may be
charitable
31 Schaefer
alternative
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38 Top
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WID,newW,rr
dows. 3 people $270 each, 4 people $225

Mention~$495/rnonth345-5515

each 70&2540455

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4130

513

STU DOAPT. ON SQIJARf, AUGUST 1ST.AIC,
CARPET, APPUANCES. $300/MO.INCL WATER&TRASH. 345-4010

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4130

__________________ 513

One bedroom apartment available in May.
LeaseNE!g)tiatle. 345-f>967

www.~rrotals.com. Jim Wood, Realtor,

345-4489.B.Jrrotalssince 1979.
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essentially
One way to travel
"The Way I Am"
autobiographer,
2008
Person from
Moscow
They hold on to
things
Physicist with a
unit of distance
named after him
stretch
Went around in
circles, perhaps
Weakens
Like potpourri,
sometimes
counts
Bluesy James
Spy's device
Be a stinker
1952 best seller
set in California
DOWN

Least likely to
take command
2 Hide seeker?
3 What the
fortunate reach
4 Complain loudly
s Author LeShan
1
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Thin
Ending with prefer
8 Voter registration
grp. founded in
1970
9 Left to the editor?
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Algernon in an
Oscar Wilde play
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official Olympic
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n Skeptical
response
14 Person who's
been charged
21 First name in
design
6

24
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26
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29
32
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35

36
37
39
42

Allied transport,
for short
Despite
everything
Plata's partner
It just isn't done
Female octopus
Religious mystic
1994 Michael
Keaton film
in which real
journalists have
cameo roles
Main ore of iron
Spanish seaport
Sheller's discard
Gen
(demographic
group)

Bozo
"You and whose
army?!"
48 Gave out one's
address?
49 A in physics?
so Pathfinder
producer
s2 Patty Hearst alias
s3 Blows the mind
of
s7 Broadcast
ss Roaring Twenties
look
61 Tibetan wolf's
prey
63 "Battle of Britain"
grp.
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Brittany~Tcmnhouses.

8100dynl-leigttsApt2BR,1 bath,br.r1dnew
-fi.Jfyfurnished;water,intemet, W/Doouded.

3 Bedroom oo 7th f'm Campus, new kitchen.WID, petswelcome. $900 per mooth Call
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Female bartender needed at Icy Mug. Inquire within after 3pm. Across from fair-

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Phone: 217 • 581 • 2812
Fax: 217 • 581 • 2923
Online: dennews.com/classifieds

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656,$1 .49 a minute; or, with a credit card, 1-B00-8145554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit nytimes.com/
mobilexword for more information.
The completed grid contains the EIGHT NOTES Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles, nytimes.
of the musical scale. Connecting them in order com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
makes an image of a pair of EIGHTH NOTES. Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Each clue began with a musical note.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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PRIDE, from page 12

PITCHING, from page 12
Schuette said.
Freshman pitcher Natalie Wunderlich came in for Ray in the fifth and
walked the first batter, but struck out
the second.
"Natalie did pretty well," Schuette
said.
Even though the Panthers lost,
Schuette said she was impressed with
her team's batting Thursday.
"We came out of the gates and hit
the ball pretty well," Schuette said.
"We did well offensively."
The Panthers got big hitting performances from many different outlets, which Schuette said she really
liked.
Senior right fielder Denee' Menzione was 2- for-3 against the Sycamores, while junior third baseman
Kiley Holtz was 3 -for-4 with one
RBI.

Also, senior centerfielder Angie
Danca was 1-for-2 with a walk, junior first baseman Melinda Jackson
was 1-for-3 scoring a run, sophomore
designated player Ashley Anderton
was 2-for-3 with two RBis and freshman second baseman Ally Seplak was
1-for-2 with one RBI.
Aside from the hitting success,
Schuette said the team missed two
crucial sacrifice bunts that would've
boosted the Panthers' offense even
more.
Junior pitcher Amber May started the game, pitching two shutout innings and giving up one hit.
"Amber was relaxed," Schuette said.
"She threw a good warm-up and came
out and pitched relaxed."
With good plate performances and having used all three pitchers,
Schuette said her team is ready for an

important Ohio Valley Conference series against Austin Peay.
" I think we are very prepared for
this weekend," Schuette said. "We'll
be facing a similar pitcher against
Austin Peay like we faced today."
Having had a great practice
Wednesday, and preparing a few thing
to do in today's practice, Schuette is
confident in her team going into the
Austin Peay series.
The Panthers will host the Governors for a three-game weekend series beginning Saturday with a doubleheader scheduled for a 1 p.m. first
pitch. The series will conclude Sunday with a noon start time at Williams Field.

Alex McNamee can be reached
at 581-7944
or admcnamee@eiu.edu

"That whole process of turning
it around takes a whole lot of energy," Schmitz said. "The only way we
could do this, I believe, is if we start
hitting. If we don't start hitting, it really doesn't matter. It's just like football and basketball, if you don't score,
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it puts pressure on everything."
The Racers have a .320 team batting average and have scored 309
runs, while Eastern has mustered only
174 runs, again a league worst.
Murray State's top player is offensive powerhouse senior first baseman
Wes Cunningham. The Louisville, Ky.
native is second in the OVC in runs
scored (55) tied for fourth in home
runs (14), fourth in RBis (49) and
fifth in batting average (.422).
Saturday will be a doubleheader,
with the series finale slated to start 1
p.m. Sunday.
Junior pitcher Mike Recchia (3-4,
4.61 ERA) will start game one, while
sophomore pitcher Mike Hoekstra
(3-2, 2.95 ERA) will take game two.
Junior ace Josh Mueller (0- 1, 4.11
ERA) will close out the series.
Despite his hirters' struggles, Schmitz
has confidence in his starting pitchers because of their strong performance
during the Tennessee Tech series.
" They all pitched really, really
well and we feel good about them,"
Schmitz said.

Bob Bajek can be reached
at 581-7944 or rtbajek@eiu.edu.

PUMPED, from page 12

YOIJU NOT AS
. OUMB AS YOU
1,001<:. 1

CROCS F£~~ THROUGH

"We are talking about something really important in making something out
of this season," Schmitz said. "Obviously, it's not a very good start; we're
past the midway point. At this particular point, it does become a pride factor. Enough is enough. We still have
half the conference games left."
With only 12 conference games
remaining on the schedule, Schmitz
said his team has to win each series
to hopefully make the OVC Tournament. Right now, the Panthers are
tied for eighth place in the league
standings and need to climb to sixth
to make the postseason.
Tennessee Tech is one and a half
games ahead, but the Golden Eagles
hold the tiebreaker by sweeping Eastern last weekend.
Hitting will be needed for Eastern to win games, Schmitz said, as
his squad is hitting .266, last in the

ovc.
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medley relay.
" It's sort of a reward for those kids
who have been doing a great job," Akers said. "This one's a little bit larger
group. It's a great testament to what
this team has done this year."
Eastern has captured two outdoor
team titles this season, Western Illinois' Lee Calhoun Invitational and
Southern Illinois Edwardsville's Gateway Classic. Last week was more impressive because the team also sent
athletes to a competitive Vanderbilt
invitational, and still captured the
team titles at SlUE.
"I was really surprised," Akers said.
"No. 1, we went down to Vanderbilt
with a lot of high hopes and we basically fulfilled almost all of those high
hopes. It just comes down to competing. It comes down to competing every time. This group has been

very good all yearlong about getting
out there and competing and letting
things happen. I haven't seen anyone
take a meet for granted or a race for
granted. Hopefully, we won't start doing that now."
Akers said the team had originally planned to go Butler's Stan Lyons
Invite but switched to Illinois State's
Redbird Spring Invitational even also
looking at SlUE's Twilight Open.
"(Butler's meet) really wasn't going to
be conducive for the kids we weren't going to take to Drake," Akers said.
Akers said the Illinois State meet
would be closer and more competitive
for the remaining athletes. Events begin on Saturday in Normal.

I

I

Kevin Murphy can be reached
at 581-7944
or kjmurphy@eiu.edu.

CLASSIFIEDS
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For r ent
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For rent

Large, aose to calllJUS 2 BR apts. Water, electric,
pamngoverlOOchannelcablepackage,andinternet all included at a low, low prire d $395 per student Pet Friendly. $1000Fffirstrrordl'srml! Call
or Text 217-273-20<l8
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Very nire. /¥:.ross from OBrien Reid No Pets. 34572f'l5 www,jwiliamsrentals.com
_____________________ 00

EXTRA NICE. 1 BIDROOMAPTS, close to EJU. $325525 rent Includes trash pick14>. wireless internet,
and parl<ing Localy owned & managed. No Pets.
345-7286www,jwiliamsrentals.com
_____________________ 00

Brittany Ridge Townhouse: 10.11 school yearWalking distance to caJlllUS, 3 BR. 25 OOthrooms,
washer/dryer il unit, fUI kitchen w/ dishwasher,
trash and parking ilcluded, furrished option avai:able,lowiTIOI'"dllyrent Call217-508-0035
_____________________ 00

NICE 2 8EDROQ'v1 APTS,doseto BU. From $250to
350 per persol\ includes wi'eless internet, trash
pickup &pali<ing. Locally owned & managed. No
Pets. 345-72&5 www.jwiiamsrentals.com
_____________________ 00

2 bedroom apts. all utilities incklded, just east d
Greek Coot 345-7rolor 549-2615
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

6 bedroom, 21311, A'C. washer &dryer, $350 eacl\
15212ndSt 345-3273
_____________________ 00
2BRApts.Smilutewalkfromcampus. All inclusive
rates avaiable. $200 off 1st month's rent Great
Deal 217-273-2048
_____________________ 00

Take a lool<! Beautiful2 sro.y cape cod styled home
for rent at 1500Rrststreet Completcltfunishedfor
%or7persons Hardwoodfloors,leatherfunitlJ'e,
newmaplecompU:erdesksandchests, imerspring
mattresses and more. 2 side by side refrigerators,
washer and dryer, full basement, central ai', large
yard,21!2baths,6keylockedbed~ $320per
person. Call .Jan at 232-7653. Available August
2010,1 blockN.dOBrien.

Large, dose to campus 1 bedroom apartments.
Water, electricity, over 100 channel cable package,
andintemetal ildudeda:a low, lowpriced$590/
mon for silgles, $200 OFF first month's rent! Pet
Friendy. Callortext217-273-2048.
_______________________ 00

GrantV.ew Apartments: Modem Construction. 4
bedroom, 2 full OOth, fully furnished Across from
Rec Center. $35(}1month. 345-3353
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FOR FAll2 and 3 bedrooms.lndivici.lalleases, all
utiities ilck.lcleq!rodextras. CAy $415 per rronth
and can be fll'nished or unfll'nished VISit apartmentseiucomorcal 345-6001 fordetais.
_______________________ 00

________________________0

5 bectoom ciJplex, 2 1/2 bath, k«cherVliving area,
lal.lldry rOOil\ big backyard 2 blocks from campus.
$300'month. 345-3353
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5 bectoom house for students. Fall2010. Hardwood floors, dishwasher, washer/dryer basement

Now renting for Fal 2010,4 bedroom house. W/ln

walking distance to campus. Cal1345-2467
_______________________ 00
3 bedroom nice house, 4 blocks from campus, central air, washer/ciyer,dishwasher, bar, pamng 217202-4456

I

For r ent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
NON LEASING FOR l<Yil 50-KlOL YEAR! Large 5

bchn house at 11094th Street Washer/ciyer &garbage included. lOme. lease. $260perstudent Cal
34%257.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
www.lricountymg.com
_____________________00
JOIN Tl-E EXPE~ENC8 At CalllJUS Pointe Apartments we'll payforyourw<ter, trasl\ cable lV, internetandwe11gveyoualllOiltHyelectricalcmanre.
NO ONE ELSE IN TONN INCLUDES ALL THIS IN
ll-EJRRENTIWedfer2bectoom/213hroomand
3 bedroom I 3 bathroom units wd-1 cishwashers,
microwaves, washers and dyers, walk-in dosets,
and privacy locks. You'llalsoerjo}'Oll'24hourcomplter lab and fitness center, taming faciity, media
lounge and all d our outdoor amenities. PRICES
START AT $415! $99 security deposit. VISit apartmentsal.comorcall217-345-6001 k>rmoreinfo.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
ForLeaseFaii~10!2.Qbectoomhouses,greatloca

tionsand ra:es, www.bl:liorg 217-2TM675
_____________________00
NEWONEBEDROO'v1APTSAVf>.J..PJU.AUG2010,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, central heat &ale, very
nice&quiet www.ppwrentals.com 348-S249
_____________________00
FOR FALL 2010: V1RY NICE 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 BEDROOM HOUSES, TONNHOUSES, AND APARTWiNTS. AllEX<RLENTLOCAOONS. FORMORE
INFOIWA110NCALLUSAT2174$-75590Rwww.
~home.com
_______________________00
NON LEASING 1,2,3,and4bectoom houses!Erpy
FREEtanningbeds,afitnesscenterandgameroom,

For r ent

fulyfunisheddl4Jiexesand homes with upto 1600
sq. ft. FREE cable, FREE water, FREE internet, and
FREE trash! Oll' residents love the ful size washer
and ciyer,cishwasher and the queen size beds 1M:
eachhomecomeswdl.lt'syoll'choice_6, 10,or12
month individual leases! We offer roommate
matching and a shuttle service to campus. PETS
WELCOtv'eO Call us today at 345-1400 or visit OlJ'
websitea:www.u~llagehousilgcom

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

For rent

Property avaiable on 7th St 4& 5 Be<toom House.
Cai 217-72S-8709.
_____________________ 00

IMNWJBAPARIMENTS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
a.DETONNEAPARIMENTS: 1, 2. &. 3 BEDROO'v1S.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE
FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

PETSWB.CO'v1E! 1,2. 3,AN04 bedroomciJplexes.
Cable,lrtemet,andWater ilckx:ted Cal1345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FAll10.11: 1,2&3BRAPT5. WATER& TRASHINQUDID.PLENTYOFOFF-STREET PAA<ING.BUCHANANST.APTS.CAI.l345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

ININW.BPRa'S.COM
_____________________ 00

Great location Call217-345-2363.

wwwppwrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
January Semester. 2 BR Apts. 5 or 6 mon.lease options. Call Lilcolnw:xxl Plnetree Apts. 345-6000
_____________________ 00
Uncolnwood Pinetree Apts. has 1stsemester apts.
availablebegilningAugust2010. 345-6000
_____________________ 00
Stop by or call Uncolnwooc:Winetree Apartments
for your Stucio 1, 2. and 3 bedroom apartments.
Rent you can afford and you can walk to campus!
Call 345-6000 or stop by 2219 9th Street #17 or
email us at incpineaplS@:onsoida:ed.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
HOWB, IXJPI..EXES,4, 3,or6 Bed~ BUZZARD
1 BLOCK WID, CJA, 4 Bedroom with 2 Baths 3453253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
HOMES:5,4&3Be<tooms,Campus 1 Block,WID,
CIA, DN/2 ~345-3253
_____________________ 00

1, 2. 3, and4 bectooms. Trash and pamng included
_____________________ 00
www.Charlestoni..Apts.com
_______________________ 00
<Jose to campus, 3 BDhouse, 2010.2011 school yr.
Large yard,W,.O,A/C& Ilea:~ 10.12 rro.lease
trash ilduded. $35(}/person. 549-5402
_______________________ 00
Large 3BOhouseforrent,2010.2011 schoolyr.W/D,
HE A'C & HE fll'nace, trash incklded 10.12 mo.
lease,$300/person. 549-5402
_______________________ 00

2 80 apartment, trash &wa:er ilcluded, fll'nished,
10 or 12 month lease, $265/persol\ 1111 2nd St.
next to City Park, call348-5427
_______________________ 00
OWv'f>AGNELUXURYONABEERilU)(El Ready
to make deals on the last couple unh we have left
NeNSBd, 5Bath- 170512th.3Bd- 2009B llthSt
Just seconds to dass with all the amenities you
need! www.jenserYentals.com 34~ 100.
_____________________ 00
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Top Cat

400-meter relay team

Team set on going down in history
Loaded squad
not satisfied with
school record
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter
Track is about perfections and
tweaks.
The Eastern men's 400-meter relay team and Eastern head track coach
Tom Akers nitpick their own race.
But for right now, they take pride
in the school record, but only momentarily.
On Saturday at the Vanderbilt Invitational, the relay team set a school
record by finishing second in 40.32
seconds. The previous mark was set
in 1987 in 40.49 seconds. This mark
doesn't fall too often. Only one men's
400-meter relay team has a top 10
mark within the past five years, the
2009 team. Half of that squad is on
the school record team in 2010.
Not only is this team's mark the top
in the Ohio Valley Conference in the
outdoor season, but it ranks 15th in
the West Region among schools like
Nebraska and Iowa. The relay squad
ranks 38th nationally this season. But
they realize they have to work on their
imperfections.
"It'd be nice to crank that thing
down, and get a sub-40," Akers said.
A finish less than 40 seconds would

put the group at this point as one of
the top 20 400-meter relay teams in
the nation.
And Akers has plenty of faith in his
team.
"They had the capability of going
down there," Akers said. "That's why
we took them."
Red-shirt sophomore Zye Boey,
senior Brandon Jelks, junior Darren
Patterson and freshman Jacob Mitchell continue to make a drive this season.

"We really didn't feel good cause
we know we can do better than
that. It's just been a good year for
sprinters. It's always good to come
out and break a record and know
you still can do better than that"
Brandon Jelks, senior sprinter

Jelks learns from mistakes
Akers said Jelks can run much better. Jelks said he can run better.
"We really didn't feel good cause
we know we can do better than that,"
Jelks said. "It's just been a good year
for sprinters. It's always good to come
out and break a record and know you
still can do better than that."
Jelks was a part of last year's 400meter relay team that won the OVC
outdoor championship, only the second time the Panthers have won the
event at the conference championship.
Jelks was a top sprinter in his freshman year, then was injured and he
said everything was all downhill from
there.
"I wasn't all the way there," Jelks
said. "Through the years, I've tried to
become a man physically and mentally. This year I've really known where
I've come from."

Patterson continuing
to be an influence
Patterson continues to make a difference at the Division I level.
The Rend Lake transfer and 2010
OVC Track Athlete of the Year is part
of his second school record.
At the end of the indoor season,
Patterson helped the men's 1,600-meter relay team to a school record. This
Top Cat award is also Patterson's second Top Cat of the semester after that
performance.
The OVC indoor 200-meter champion also has the fourth-best time in
the 200-meter dash and the third-best
time in the 400-meter dash in the
conference during the outdoor season.
Jelks said Patterson's training is different because he learned a lot from
Rend Lake College, a junior college
national power in cross country and

Mitchell surprised by time,
ready for next meet
Mitchell hasn't spent that much
time in an Eastern uniform, but he
makes a difference.
This is the second Top Cat award
of the semester for Mitchell after the
freshman won the 55-meter dash at
the OVC indoor championships.
H e already has the eighth best
mark in the 100-meter dash in outdoor program history.
The football transplant had seen a
difference already.
"We're all on the same page,"
Mitchell said. "We push each other."
H e was part of winning high school
team relay teams. H e was the 2007

Boey wants to be the best
Boey identified the handoffs as the
first issue of the relay team.
"We know other teams have good
handoffs," he said.
H e said if they keep practicing, he
wants the relay team to have a chance
at the NCAA Regionals and perhaps,
the NCAA outdoor national championships.
" It's great to have that much talent on one team," Boey said. "We still
want more. We want a sub-40. Till we
get sub-40, we're not going to be happy."
Boey said this year's team has great
talent, something he's never been a
part of in his life.
Boey has the top mark in the OVC
in the 100-meter dash in 10.5 seconds.
"This year is the year," he said.
"This is the year we go down in history."
Kevin Murphy can be reached
at 581-7944
or kjmurphy@eiu.edu
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Make the most of·
your sum~er.
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At Lincoln Land Community College, we have
the summer courses you want! (Over 400
course sections) Take classes in Spri
Taylorville, Jacksonville, Beardstown,
Litchfield, Hillsboro or online. Clieck
out the course schedule at:

www.llcc.edu

track.
Jelks said Patterson's prowess has
made the relay team and the rest of
the track team better.

and 2008 state champion as a member of the 400-meter relay team at
Springfield Lanphier.
Mitchell, however, was surprised
the relay team set the school record.
"I never expected it to happen," he
said.
When asked about the next objective - simple: break the record again.
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Open registration for
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Miller excited, looks forward Golfers feel confident
to upcoming NCAA expansion
By Dane Urban
Staff Reporter

By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter
Eastern head men's basketball coach
Mike Miller is glad the National Invitational Tournament is not losing its
integrity.
The National Invitational Tournament, a second to the NCAA Tournament, won't face that problem as
the NCAA announced Thursday that
the field for its men's basketball tournament will expand from 65 to 68
teams starting in 2011. The Division
I Men's Basketball Committee submitted the proposal.
Add to that a new, $10.8 billion
broadcasting deal with CBS Sports
and Turner Broadcasting, which will
allow every game to be shown live for
the first time.
Miller said a coach brought up that
96 teams in the tourney would have
ruined the prowess of the NIT, but
with the expansion Miller's still excited.
" It's given three more teams a

chance to play," Miller said. ''I'm excited. I think it's great. It's a good
thing."
Miller said the use of 96 teams for
the NCAA Tournament was discussed
at a coaches' meeting in Indianapolis,
but the plan never went through.
Miller said this isn't a big change,
and said when he served on a committee it was hard to pick teams. H e
also isn't sure what schools will receive
the extra bids next season.
Beginning next year, first- and second- round games will air on CBS
over-the-air affiliates, including CBS
plus Turner's TBS, TNT and truTY.
All four networks will feature full national telecasts of each game, ending
the regional coverage that has been a
CBS staple for decades.
CBS and the Turner networks will
split coverage of the regional semifinals, and CBS will continue to air the
regional finals and the Final Four, including next year's games at Reliant
Stadium, through 2016. CBS and
TBS will alternate the Final Four be-

ginning in 20 16.
The expansion to 68 teams, which
will be submitted for approval to the
NCAA Division I Board of Directors
by next Thursday, means there will be
a play-in game for each region as opposed to the single play- in game under the 65-team bracket.
"This is an important day for intercollegiate athletics and the 400,000
student- athletes who compete in
NCAA sports," interim NCAA presidem Jim Isch said in a press release.
"This agreement will provide on average more than $740 million annually to our conferences and member
schools."
The men's tournament last expanded in 2001, adding one team to the
64-team field that was set in 1985.
Kevin Murphy can be reached
at 581-7944
or kjmurphy@eiu.edu.
- 1he Associated Press contributed
to this report.

Eastern golf will have an exciting three days next week as the men
will hit the course in the Ohio Valley Conference Championship at the
Gary Stone Golf Club in Dickson,
Tenn. starting Monday. The Panthers
have been on a bit of a hot streak as of
late, finishing in the top five in their
last three outings.
The men finished fifth out of 15 in
their last outing at the Tennessee State
Invitational at Kings Creek Gulf Club
and finished third out 13 in the outing prior at the Western Illinois Invitational at H arry Mussato Golf Club.
Sophomore David Lawrence said
that the team is feeling confident in
their overall play coming into the big
meet.
"We are feeling pretty confident
and we are happy the way we are playing," Lawrence said.
Sophomore Kevin Flack tallied
his best score of the season in the last
meet at TSU, shooting a 70 in all
three rounds finishing even, tied for
fifth overall in the invitational.

Worried You Won't Find Your Apartment By FALL 201 0?
Look No Further!
APEX Property Management has housing that will fit all your needs.
2 1/2 Baths, Washer/Dryer, Finished Basement
*Free Parking

''I'm playing well right now, I'm
looking forward to contribute to the
team," Flack said.
The Panthers will be treading into an
unfamiliar territory where all but senior
Matt Bird haven't played at Gary Stone
Golf Club. The men are not worried
about playing on a new course, they see
it as a welcomed challenge.
"We will look it over during the
practice rounds to get a good feel of
the course," Lawrence said. "That's a
challenge that we love to take on."
Eastern feels like they will be prepared for the OVC Championship
with all of the work they have put in
outside this season.
"This is the time where we have
been outside long enough," Lawrence
said. "We feel like we are in mid-season form and we are ready to go out
and play well."
The Panthers will play their practice
round Sunday to get a feel for the course
and the first round will of the championship will begin Monday morning.
Dane Urban can be reached
at 581-7944
or dcurban@eiu.edu.
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@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: Day 1 women's golf OVC Championship Update: Eastern in 5th at +27, senior Panther jaymie Voorhees tied for 7th at +4 individually.
Sports Editor
Bob Bajek
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Freshman outfielder Me lise Brown slides into second base April 10 during a doubleheader against Eastern Kentucky University at Williams Field.

Pitching gives up lead, game to Sycamores
A 5-4 loss to Indiana State Timesday in Terre Haute, Ind., had the Eastern softball players sick to their stomachs, after blowing a four-run lead in
the fifth inning.
Eastern head coach Kim Schuette
said the loss makes her sick to her
stomach, knowing the Panthers
should've walked out of Terre Haute

Schuette
impressed with
hitting in loss
By Alex McNamee
Assistant Sports Editor

BASEBALL

victorious.
Freshman pitcher Hailie Ray
pitched 2 2/3 innings, before being
pulled from the game with two outs
in the fifth inning, having given up
five runs.
" Hailie threw two great innings,
then something happened - a walk
with two outs - and she didn't throw

I EASTERN AT MURRAY STATE

well from there," Schuette said.
After giving up two one-out hits to
the Sycamores, Ray was one out away
from stranding two Indiana State runners on base.
But a walk to freshman catcher Alex
Lucas loaded the bases, and the Sycamores came up with hits from freshmen third baseman Kellie Szablews-

TRACK & FIELD

ki, right fielder Kim Pierce and sophomore Alyssa Doyle to break open a
one-run lead.
Despite spreading 10 hits, the
Panthers were unable to answer, losing 5-4.
" It's disappointing when you
know you should have gotten a win,"

PITCHING, page 9

I WEEKEND PREVIEW

Schmitz says pride at stake Team pumped
Panthers to
for Drake Relays
face Murray
State on road

By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter

By Bob Bajek
Sports Editor

Red-shirt sophomore Zye Boey
can't wait for the Drake Relays.
Boey will run in the 100-meter dash,
but that's not his primary concern.
He's concerned about the four relays that he will be a part of this
meet that started Wednesday in Des
Moines, Iowa.
''I'm just looking forward to compete," he said. "From where I'm at,
I'm not at 100 percent. My main focus is on the relays."
Eastern starts competition today as
more than 7,200 athletes will compete
during the four-day meet.
Eastern will run its men's 400-,
800-, 1,600- and 3,200-meter relay
teams.
Boey is in the third heat in the 100meter dash. Boey's season best is 10.5
seconds, which he ran at Western Illinois' Lee Calhoun Invitational. Last
season Boey finished second in the
100-meter dash at the Drake Relays

Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz
has seen it all this season in how his
baseball team loses games. Blown
saves, poor hitting, fielding gaffes that
have been plaguing the Panthers the
whole season.
Schmitz and his crew, though, are
not throwing in the towel as they open
play Ohio Valley Conference opponent
Murray State beginning 1 p.m. Saturday at Murray, Ky.
This past week has been rough for
Eastern (9 -26, 4-8 OVC), as it has
been on a five-game losing streak, the
third losing streak five-games or longer this year.
However, the coach wants his team
to begin overcoming its shortcomings
to salvage this season beginning with
the Racers (19-17, 6-3 OVC).

AUDREY SAWYER J THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Junior shortstop Cam Strang rounds the bases and heads for home plate
Wednesday evening during the game against the University of Illinois
Champaign at Grimes Field in Mattoon. Strang had one hit and one run.

PRIDE, page 9

in 10.38 seconds. Baylor's Trey Harts
won the 100-meter dash and is in the
second heat this year.
Boey's personal best is 10.2 seconds, which occurred last year. He's
been recovering from knee surgery
and missed the indoor season.
In a non-traditional track event,
the Eastern men's team will also compete 440-meter shuttle hurdle relay
and the 1,600-meter sprint medley relay. The men's team will also compete
in the distance medley relay against
21 other teams.
The women's team will run in similar events. The 400-, 800-, 1,600and 3,200-meter relay teams will also
compete.
"You just have to go out there and
race," senior Meghan Carney said.
"We're looking at that school record in
the (3,200-meter relay team)."
The Eastern women's team is also
schedule to compete in the 400-meter
shuttle hurdle relay, the 1,600-meter
sprint medley relay and the distance

PUMPED, page 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE

Men's soccer
Saturday vs. Western Illinois
Noon - Lakeside Field
NATIONAL SPORTS
NBA
Celtics at Heat
6 p.m. on ESPN

Baseball

Softball

Saturday at Murray State (DH)
1 p.m. - Murray, Ky.

Saturday vs. Austin Peay
1 p.m. -Williams Field

MLB
Cubs at Brewers
7 p.m.onWGN

MLB
Mariners at White Sox
7 p.m. on CSN

Softball

Baseball

Sunday vs. Austin Peay
Noon -Williams Field

Tuesday vs Missouri
6:30p.m. - Coaches Stadium

NBA
Hawks at Bucks
Saturday 6 p.m. on ESPN

NBA
Mavericks at Spurs
Sunday, 6 p.m. on TNT

For more
please see
eiupanthers.
com
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A festival of the arts comes to campus

the daily eastern news' weekly arts and entertainment magazine

of the weekend
www.dennews.com/verge

Children activities abound
at Celebration festivities
By Michael Cortez

Staff Reporter
The Tarble Arts Center and the College of Arts and
Humanities are letting the younger crowd get their
chance to make art.
The Children's Art Activities will be a part of Eastern's Celebration this year. From noon to 4 p.m. on
Sanuday and Sunday, participants will be able to decorate clay flowerpots, weave God's eyes, help create large
paper murals and make hemp jewelry. It is free to participate, but donations are welcome. Donations will go
toward the Illinois Art Education Association.
The Grow-A-Friend flowerpots will be decorated using tempera paint and other materials. For the God's
eyes, colored yarn is used to create a simple woven pattern on a cross base made of craft sticks. The murals
will be made on large white craft paper using colored
markers, crayons and tempera paint. Finished murals
will be exhibited around the Children's Art Activity
tent. Manufacn1red beads and other craft materials will
be available for the hemp jewelry.
Tarble has coordinated the Children's Art Activities for years, except when it has coordinated the Arts
Fair during 2008 and 2009. Michael Watts, director of
Tarble Arts Center, said the staff likes to coordinate the
Children's Art Activities since it is similar to Tarble's
school outreach programs and the non-credit classes
and workshops offered for children.
The coordinators this year are senior fine arts education majors Nora French and Jaclyn Lindberg. Both
have been involved with Eastern's Student Chapter of
IAEA for two and half years. Lindberg serves as the secretary and French as president. Both are also smdent
staff members at Tarble. French and Lindberg were offered the role of coordinators by Watts.
"With two such talented students on the Tarble
staff, we asked if they would be willing to organize the
Children's Art Activities this year and they agreed,"
Watts said.

The activities are based on ones that have been offered in the past years, but with some tweaked by
French and Lindberg. Also, both were put in charge
of rounding up student volunteers, gathering the necessary supplies and making test examples of the projects to be offered to make sure everything works as
planned.
"We've been working on our ideas since the middle
of February," French said. ''A good amount of thought
went into the selections."
The hemp bracelets, murals and God's Eyes are all
activities that are new to the tent this year, and face
painting will return once again.
"We have done a lot of observations with teachers in
area schools throughout our Art Education program at
Eastern, and that experience really helped us in deciding what children would like to work with in the kids'
tent," Lindberg said.
French said she believes the murals will work really
well with the children this year because it will give the
kids a chance to work together.
"We figured children simply love to paint," French
said. "I think they will like it."
Lindberg is a fan of the hemp bracelets.
"Nora and I practiced making them the other day
and it was fun even for us," Lindberg said. "That one
would probably be my favorite, but I think the murals will look really nice too. Working big and allowing
children to work together on art projects are two art
skills that are great for children of any age to learn."
French and Lindberg along with IAEA members
will be on the site to help participants with their art.
"They have done a great job planning these activities," Director of Celebration Daniel Crews said. ''They
have taken a special interest in the project. Those two
have a future of strong commitment of education. This
is proving to have really exciting and fun activities."
BRAD YORK I O N THE VERGE

Michael Cortez can be reached at 581-7942 oe mjcoerez@eiu.edu

Senior fine art education majors Nora French and Jaclyn Lindberg run through
planned activities for the children's art exhibit.
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Celebration Weekend Schedule
Friday, April 23
Pantherstock
Stepping Stone Project
Artist Jennifer Gutowski will be
demonstrating the creative process in making decorative stepping
stones.
11 a.m.
Music: EIU Jazz Lab Band
Library Quad Stage
11:30 a.m.
Celebrate Herpetology: Studying
Amphibians & Reptiles
Meet them upclose.
Library Quad, Doudna overhang
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Fish and Wildlife Ecology Club
Showing wildlife of central Illinois.
Library Quad
Noon - 4 p.m.
Mini-Stage Performances
Featuring Lauren Phillips, I2K,
Dave Pellitier, Somatic, Charles
Scott and Zack Wcislo.
Library Quad
Noon - 6 p.m.
Music at Library Quad Stage
Staff Blues Band - 12:45 p.m.
Mugwamp Specific - 2 p.m.
(Rock and blues)
Andy Van Slyke - 3 p.m.
(Charleston rock and roll band)
Mitch Davis - 4:30 p.m.
(Electronica-improv style music)
Little Boy Jr. - 6 p.m.
(Motown '60s garage- rock; Eastern's 20 10 Battle of the Bands winner)
Dance: Koresh Dance Company
Blend of ballet, modern and jazz
styles of choreography.
Admission: $15; $12 for seniors
and Eastern employees; $7 for students.
Doudna, The Theatre
7:30p.m.

Saturday, April 24
International Day
Celebration Art Fair
Library Quad
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Music: Jutta & the Hi-Dukes
Musical mini-tour of 20 EuroAmerican cultures that encompasses Klezmer, Greek, Balkan, French,
and Scandinavian tunes.
Library Quad Stage
10a.m.
Stepping Stone Project
Jennifer Gutowski demonstrates
making decorative stepping stones.
Library Quad
10a.m.

Prairie Plant Sale
Library Quad
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Celebrate Herpetology: Studying
Amphibians & Reptiles
Library Quad
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Admission: $15; $12 for seniors
and Eastern employees; $7 for students.
Doudna, The Theatre
7:30p.m.

LIVE BANDS

$1 PER Drafts - $4 Bacardi Mixers
$4 Neapolitans - $4 Long Islands

Thursday .. Theme Night

$3 Margaritas - $4 Red bull Vodka
$2 Domestic Beer - $4 Pineapple Upside down Martinis
F r i d a y -· College Night:
$4 folly Rancher Martinis

Asian Fusion: A Showcase of
Asian Clothing
Library Quad
11:30 a.m.
Painting with Mr. Holloman
Intro watercolor painting. Limited
seating available.
East side of the Library Quad
Noon- 3 p.m.
Children's Art Activities
Large-scale murals, God's eyes,
hemp jewelry, grow-a-friend painted flowerpots.
East side of the Library Quad
Noon - 4 p.m.
Fish and Wildlife Ecology Club
Showing wildlife of central Illinois.
Library Quad
Noon - 4 p.m.

WEIU Welcomes Super WHY!
Meet one of your favorite PBS
KIDS super readers, Super WHY
and take home some new ideas to
get children excited about science!
East side of the Library Quad
Noon - 4 p.m.
International Fair
Demonstrations of henna tattooing, calligraphy and origami.
Library Quad
Noon. - 4 p.m.
Dave H erzog's Marionettes
Presents the Furry Follies puppet
show.
Doudna, Recital Hall
12:30 and 3:30p.m.
Dance: The Barefoot Hawaiian
Traditional South Pacific dances.
Library Quad Stage
1 p.m.
Dance: Asian Improv aRts Midwest
Japanese dancing and drummingLibrary Quad Stage
2:30p.m.
Music: The Chicago Cossacks
A Russian music, song and dance
ensemble performing on traditional Russian instruments.
Library Quad Stage
4:15p.m.
Music: Roots Rock Society
Chicago's premiere reggae band.
These international recording artists and award winning musicians
perform tropical soul that's sure to
take your spirit on a mini-Caribbean vacation.
Library Quad Stage
6p.m.
Koresh Dance Company

Sunday, April 25
Think Spring

Saturday

(217) 581 -7943

denverge@gmail.com
http://www.myspace.com/theden verge

Open 7 p.m. in the Lounge, Loft and the Club
DJT.runami spinning from 10-1
Jager girls 11-1 with $3 Jager Bombs all night

Celebration Art Fair
Library Quad
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Free P oo l 7· 11

Stepping Stone Project
Library Quad
10a.m.
Music: High Cotton
Authentic Bluegrass.
Library Quad
11 a.m.

$ 1 .00 B u s h Light Draf ts & $2 S h ots E ve r y Night!

EC:I

Stu's Chiwieston

Lounge & Loft 8·1 Wednesday · Saturday
(LO<Jngo & Loft optn at 4 on Friday)
Club Wednesday. Sa!IJrday 10-1

tBnJilu'Video
Graduates.
We Have Great Careers Avalible Now!
Explosive growth and phenomenal expansion!

Painting with Mr. Holloman
East side of the Library Quad
Noon - 3 p.m.
Children's Art Activities
East side of the Library Quad
Noon - 4 p.m.
Music: Kurt Michaels
Classic rock & roll
Library Quad Stage
12:30 p.m.
Dance: Afriky Lolo
Traditional dances and costumes
from Mali, Senegal and Ghana.
Library Quad Stage
2p.m.
Music: Baker Street Band
Pop/folk rock group plays originals
and a few classic cover songs.
Library Quad Stage
3:30p.m.

Family Video has opened on overage of one store a week for the lost
seven years. We hove openings for dynamic, results-driven MANAGEMENT candidates who ore looking to grow with on industry leader.

TO DIVI
~~~~~~::nv~;a~:~leston
Ap P11J
L
lJ •

217-345-9699 or apply online

Begin your fun, fast-paced career in
the Entertainment Industry Today!

Store Managers - $30K - $50K
District Managers - $40K - $80K
Reg ional Managers - Competitive
Salary & Benefits

READ THE

BIBLE

(with us)

Music: Dicky James and The
Blue Flames
Performing traditional and classic
Chicago style blues tunes and their
own material.
Library Quad Stage
5p.m.

Ongoing Events

~----· WAREHOUSE.
102 N 6TH STREET
CHARLESTONIL

LARGE PEPPERONI PIZZA ~i~
CHARLESTON
3 WEST LINCOLN AVE

345-4743
Sunday-Thursday 11AM~UPM
Friday & S.brday 1.1AM-Mklnl&ht

Food Booths
Friday 11:30 a.m.
Saturday, Sunday 11 a.m.
2010 Graduate Art Exhibition
Tarble Arts Center
Friday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday, 10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Sunday, Noon - 4 p.m.

Verge Editor ................................................ Brad York
Assistant Verge Editor ..................... Colleen Kitka
Staff Reporter .................................... Jose Gonzalez
Staff Reporter ................................. Michael Cortez

A 20-30 SOMETHINGS
BIBLE STUDY FOR REAL
PEOPLE. WE MEET
EVERY MONDAY,

~~~~~~ 7:00PM, AT THE

Music: Eastern Symphony Orchestra and EIU Choral Ensemble: Songs of Fate
Includes Romeo and Juliet Overture by T chaikovsky and Schicksalslied by Brahms.
Admission: $12; $10 for seniors
and Eastern employees; $5 for students.
Doudna, Dvorak
4p.m.

STAFF

CONTACT US

$3 Amaretto Stone Sours- $4 Miller Lite Pitchers
4 O'CLOCK CLUB ~ FREE PIZZA!

$
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Puppeteer returns to pull strings
By Colleen Kitka
Assistant Verge Editor

Dave Herzog, a family-oriented puppet
entertainer, is returning to Celebration for
the second year in a row.
The Chicago-based marionette puppeteer
will bring ''The Furry Follies" to delight festival goers Saturday at I2:30 p.m. and 3:30
p.m. in the Doudna Fine Arts Center's Recital Hall.
"The Furry Follies is a variety show," Herzog said. "And every one of the puppets is a
different kind of animal from French poodles
to talking turtles."
Herzog, said the show uses I4 marionette acts which include Barbra Strieswan,
Mouschelle Kwan, Clara Canarie and Timothy the Turtle as the host.
"We have puppets that roller skate, tightrope walk, sing and dance and a few things
that only puppets can do," Herzog said.
After Herzog received a sting puppet from
his father at the age of 4, he has turned playing with his favorite childhood toy into a
profession for 37 years. Herzog has conducted more than 25,000 shows, mostly in and
around the Chicago area, covering 30,000
miles while putting on 375 shows annually.
He is a one-man business, booking events,
developing performances, setting up the stage
and even hand-crafting all his own marionettes.
The puppeteer also has his own theories on puppets. Herzog believes in exaggerating the features of puppets to make them
more visible to the audience. He describes it

PHOTO COURTE SY OF DAVE HERZOG'S MARIO NETTES

as making three dimensional cartoon characters.
Herzog's puppets start with an idea or inspiration; it could be a person or an animal
doing something amusing, an item based on
puppetry tradition or a piece of music. H e
then takes the idea and starts sketching. The

puppeteer creates a working drawing of how
the puppet will function, similar to a blue
print. From the blue print, he will make the
patterns to create the wooden pieces that will
be carved and assembled.
The marionette heads start out as play
sculptures and Herzog makes a plaster of Par-

is mold. H e pours industrial rubber into the
mold to create a hollow head. H e then creates animated parts such as the mouth and
eyes. It takes about a month to create a puppet from start to finish.
H erzog performs in a cabaret style of puppetry where the performer is in full view of
the audience instead of standing on a bridge
behind a curtain. This style allows H erzog to
interact with the audience off the stage.
Daniel Crews, the Celebration director,
said Celebration is a festival with an eclectic
mix of all art forms. This includes puppetry.
"We chose him because he makes the
puppets himself and the whole art of presenting a puppet show is kind of a lost art show,"
Crews said.
H erzog is preserving an art form in another way too. H e said marionette variety puppets are one of the great traditions of puppetry.
The new puppeteers that have emerged
over the last 30 years were influenced by different form- Jim H ansen's muppets.
The puppeteer said all the young people
today are building in the muppet style, while
marionettes are receiving less attention.
"While it is not dying by any means; it
is much less prevalent than it used to be, so
I am tying to preserve this particular form of
puppetry," H erzog said. "And by doing that
and by communicating with other puppeteers, inspires young people and make them
familiar with this style of puppetry."

Collen Kitka can be reached at 581-7942 or
crkitka@eiu. edu.

Last hurrah of local music scene
PANTHERSTOCK BRINGS IN FULL LINEUP OF BANDS ON TWO STAGES
By Jose Gonzalez

Staff Re po rte r
As the year comes to an end, the celebration begins. What better way to celebrate than a music festival?
In cooperation with Celebration weekend and the University Board, Eastern
will kick off its celebration weekend with
a day-long music festival called "Pantherstock."
Pantherstock is the official kickoff to
Celebration Weekend at Eastern.
The event will also offer free T-shirts,
bingo, and different vendors from the surrounding cities and counties taking par-

ticipation in the event.
The event will start promptly at II :30
a.m. and last until 7 p.m. in the quad outside Booth Library.
Lauren Phillips is the Univesity Board
mainstage coordinator and a senior corporate communications major. She said she
is psyched about the selection of bands
that are appearing at Pantherstock.
"This will be the first time Pantherstock has been performed on two stages,"
Phillips said.
The main stage will feature Staff Blues
Band, Andy Van Slyke, Mugwamp Specific, Mitch Davis and Little Boy Junior.
The small stage will feature I2K, SamSara,

PH OTO COURTESY O F MUGWUMP SPECIFIC'S MYSAPCE PAGE

Robert Zordan~ English professor, and lead guitarist and vocalist, Joe Garrison jam out to some blues.

Charles Scott, and Dave Pelletier.
Phillips said in order to receive a free
T-shirt, students must donate at least two
shirts in good condition to give to the
needy.
Mitch Davis is one of the performing
musicians at Pantherstock.
"Though it is my first time performing
at Pantherstock, I really am not nervous
about it," Davis said. "I actually welcome
this performance because it gives me the
opportunity to perform alongside other
great local musicians."
Dan Lazzarotto, lead guitarist for Litde Boy Junior, said that despite not playing at Pantherstock last year, he is ready
to go.
"We were scheduled to play at the festival last year, but we were rained out,"
Lazzarotto said. "We were invited to play
after winning the EIU Battle of the Bands
competition, and in the last couple of
years, we played with MugWump Specific, Staff Blues Band and American English."
Lazzarotto said he expects a large turnout, especially after last year's festival
rained out and left followers of Little Boy
Junior disappointed.
Che Frederick, drummer for MugWump Specific, said he is excited to play
a different venue besides the bar scene his
band is used to.
"Our band is excited to play a venue
like Pantherstock," Frederick said. "It is
an organized event that brings out a lot of
different ears to listen to our product."
Frederick said his music is defined as
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1 actually welcome

this performance
because it gives me
the opportunity to
perform alongside
other great local
musicians:~

-Mitch Davis
being a mix of punk rock, blues and
southern dirty rock.
Frederick said that his I5-year experience as a drummer has prepared him
for Pantherstock.H is experience includes
bands like Leisure Suit Larry and Lunch
Lady Specials, as well as some independent folk rock.
"We started the band basically on a
whim," Frederick said. "When we started it, there wasn't much of a band scene
in Charleston, but we started with bands
like Andy Van Slyke, Little Boy Junior,
and Friday N ight Villain, and it just took
off from there."
Frederick said he encourages students
and residents alike to come out to Pantherstock to enjoy a day of music and celebration.

jose Gonzalez can be reached at 581-7942
or jlgonzalez@eiu.edu.
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Coheed's saga shows growth
and change in final chapter
By Collin Whitchurch
Managing Editor

"Change" is a scary word to
utter when describing an established band.
It's usually a no win situation.
If a band changes too much, diehard fans complain. If it stays
the same, pundits complain that
all its music sounds the same.
In the months leading up to
the release of "Year of the Black
Rainbow" the fifth album and final chapter in the epic saga created by Coheed and Cambria,
the word "change" was thrown
around quite a bit.
Needless to say, fans were
worried.
But with the full implementation of Chris Pennie as their
drummer (the former Dillenger
Escape Plan drummer joined the
band before the release of their
fourth album, but was unable to
record due to contractual obligations to Dillinger), and a unique
blend of electronic tunes, Coheed has done enough to please

both die-hards and critics.
"Year of the Black Rainbow"
is the prequel in the band's Amory Wars story, created by front
man and guitarist Claudio Sanchez.
The album featured two prereleased tracks, "The Broken,"
and "Here We Are Juggernaut,"
which gave fans a taste of classic
Coheed while sampling some of
its newer sound, spearheaded by
Pennie.
Listeners will be able to know
right off the bat that "Black
Rainbow" isn't your typical Coheed album.
"Guns of Summer" offers incredible drum rolls by Pennie
and the typical riffs by Sanchez
and lead guitarist Travis Stever.
Sanchez's classic lyrics come
out in full force in "Far," a slow
paced, electronic song reminiscent of a song by Sanchez's side
project, "A Prize Fighter Inferno. And "Pearl of the Star" is a
romantic ballad that is Sanchez's
most sentimental work since
"Wake Up," off the band's third

album.
If there is one complaint
about the album, it's the lack of
an epic finish fans have grown
accustomed to. "In Keeping Secrets of Silent Earth: 3," the album featured "The Velorium
Camper" trilogy toward the end,
and "Good Apollo, I'm Burning
Star IV, Volume One: From Fear
Through the Eyes of Madness,"
ended with a four-part epic concluding with "The Final Cut,"
one of the band's finest pieces of
work.
"Year of the Black Rainbow"
features nothing of the sort,
which is disappointing to say the
least.
But it does not overshadow the album as a whole. "Year
of the Black Rainbow" offers
enough change to keep the band
moving forward, and is ripe with
enough recognizable work to
please longtime Coheed fans.
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Collin Whitchurch can be reached
at 581-7942 or
cfwhitchurch@eiu. edu.
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Old faces bring fresh take to origin comic
Rating: ABy Jose Gonzalez
Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTE SY OF MARVEL

The legendary Stan Lee co-wrote another
chapter in his ever-growing Spider-Man saga,
but this time he looked back to the origins of
a not as popular character, the predatory hunter.
Stan Lee is a comic book writer and former
president and chairman of Marvel Comics. In
collaboration with artists Steve Ditko and Jack
Kirby, Lee co-created such characters as SpiderMan, The Fantastic Four, Daredevil, the H ulk
and other naturalistic and complex characters
for a thoroughly shared comic book universe.
Lee and writer Marc Guggenhiem developed "Spider-Man: Origin of the H unter #1"
which tells the beginnings of Sergei Kravinoff, or better known to fans of Spider-Man as
Kraven the H unter.
The story of Kraven is told through the eyes
of his daughter, Ana Kravinoff, and his first
run-ins with Spider-Man, as well as an alliance
with the master of deception and disguise,
Chameleon, who would be later revealed as his
half- brother.
Kraven the H unter was a big game hunter
whose obsession with defeating the web-head
would cement his legacy as the greatest hunter
of all time, according to Marvel.com. Because
of his large stature, he scorned the use of bows
and arrows, guns and other manmade weapons
by using his hands or traps he made himself to
weaken his prey.
The story makes the comic book successful. This story is intriguing and an easy read
for those looking to start collections or getting
into the comic book business. Since the story

is an origin story, it doesn't just throw readers
into the lion's den without giving them a back
story.
Also, some think Kraven is an underrated
character who doesn't get his licks within the
Spider-Man universe and is shadowed by major villains like Venom, Otto "Doc Ock" Octavius, Shocker, Electro and Mysterio.
The visuals are the little things that can hold
a comic book back from being a sell. In this
case, the cover art drew this reader in automatically, but within any comic book, the visuals
can be either hit or miss. The visuals for this
comic are a hit, because of the art and penciling by Ditko and Mike Mayhew.
Ditko and Mayhew are both illustrators for
this issue of Spider-Man.
Ditko is the co-creator of Spider-Man,
alongside Lee. During his time, he worked
alongside Lee, and his rival company, DC
Comics, creating such characters as the Blue
Beetle, The Question and Captain Atom.
Mayhew has also penciled for Marvel in
past comics such as "X-Men Origins" and "Justice League: Rise and Fall."
The art of this book is visually stunning,
especially the detail of both Spider-Man and
Kraven, but also, paying attention to the little details that make the art successful like the
buildings, the detail of the sub-characters, and
specific attention to the various settings used.
Overall, this particular comic book passes with flying colors, as well as delivers on the
thrill of the hunt for young readers as well as
collectors.

jose Gonzalez can be reached at 581-7942 or
jlgonzalez@eiu. edu.

